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Beautiful Designs For  A Stunning Home



FINEST FABRICS
We are very proud to say ALL our fabrics are designed and printed in the UK.

www.frantasiahaze.com

A durable medium weight cotton fabric with a soft hand. The base colour is white and colour reproduction
strong using our eco-friendly water based pigment inks. Digitally printed, our cotton twill is pre-treated to
enhance durability and wash fastness.

Type: Woven              Width: 140cm 
Ink: Pigment              Composition: 100% Cotton 
Weight: 213gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (18128) infoEN71-3:2013+A3:2018

Care: Wash on a delicate machine cycle at 30 °C / 85F. Delicate tumble cycle on a low heat. Iron on a medium
heat using steam, ironing print side down for best results. Do not bleach. Do not wring.

Cotton Twill 213gsm

Our luxury cotton linen is a plain weave fabric with a slub of linen. The standout characteristic of this fabric
is the superior print quality and colour reproduction. The base colour is optic white and heavy pre-
treatment provides an excellent print surface. The result being a premium fabric with exceptional print
quality. Pre-treated to offer excellent wash fastness and durability. The cotton linen pro is printed using
pigment inks which offer superb UV fastness.

Type: Woven              Width: 140cm 
Ink: Pigment              Composition: 92% Cotton 8% Linen 
Weight: 200gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (11-29028)

Care: Hand wash only at 30 °C / 85F. Delicate tumble cycle on a low heat. Iron on a medium heat
using steam, ironing print side down for best results. Do not bleach. Drip dry. Do not wring. 
Shrinkage estimated 4-7%.

Luxury Cotton Linen 200gsm
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Our cotton warp satin is a solid, medium heavyweight, ultra-smooth fabric that has a luxurious look and
feel. The base colour is optic white, and the smooth surface provides an exceptional printing surface.
Colour reproduction is strong and printed using eco-friendly water based pigment inks which are
inherently UV resistant. Matt Finish.

Type: Woven              Width: 130cm
Ink: Pigment              Composition: 100% Cotton
Weight: 246gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (18128)

Care: Wash on a delicate machine cycle at 30 °C / 85F. Delicate tumble cycle on a low heat. Iron on
a medium heat using steam, ironing print side down for best results. Do not bleach. Drip dry. Do
not wring. Shrinkage estimated 4-8%.

Cotton Warp Satin 246gsm

Our Chenille is a heavyweight fabric with a deep pile. It is hardwearing and durable making it ideal for
upholstery and soft furnishings that are subjected to heavy use. The base colour is non-optic white, and
the fabric is printed using dye sublimation digital fabric printers. Colour reproduction is strong and the
fabric incredibly durable.

Type: Woven                         Width: 145cm 
Ink: Dye Sublimation       Composition: 100% Polyester 
Weight: 266gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (19.0.62522)

Care: Wash on a delicate machine cycle at 30 °C / 85F. Do not tumble dry. Iron on a low heat not using
steam, ironing print side down for best results. Dry flat. Do not wring.

Chenille 266gsm
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A durable and sturdy medium weight fabric. The base colour is optic white and colour reproduction is strong
with our eco-friendly water based pigment inks. The inherent UV fastness of pigment inks makes cotton half
panama suitable for interior furnishing projects. Pre-treated to provide enhanced durability and wash fastness.

Type: Woven              Width: 140cm
Ink: Pigment              Composition: 100% Cotton
Weight: 230gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (11-29028) infoEN71-3:2013+A3:2018

Wash on a delicate machine cycle at 30 °C / 85F. Delicate tumble cycle on a low heat. Iron on a
medium heat using steam, ironing print side down for best results. Do not bleach. Drip dry. Do not wring.

Half Panama 230gsm

Shimmer velvet is a luxurious and sumptuous fabric with characteristic shimmer. The fabric has a short pile
velvet with a stick backing which makes it incredibly easy to handle. The velvet pile creates a shimmer effect
that catches the eye and gives the fabric a distinctive look. Printed using dye sublimation. This fabric printing
process creates bold, bright colour to make stunning interiors.

Type: Velvet                           Width: 145cm 
Ink: Dye Sublimation       Composition: 100% Polyester 
Weight: 340gsm

Certification: OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (19.0.62522)

Hand wash only at 30 °C / 85F. Do not tumble dry. Do not iron. Do not bleach. Do not dryclean.
Dry flat. Do not wring.

Shimmer Velvet 340gsm


